OUR VALUES
Be
Trustworthy
We are transparent in our
affairs and our dealings,
we build and maintain
strong relationships, we are
authentic and diligent and we
do what we say we will do.
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Act with
Integrity
We are honest and
transparent, we uphold
confidentiality and the
privacy of our clients and
partners, we own our
mistakes, we follow up on
tasks and we deliver.

Give and
Earn Respect

Focussed on our
Client’s Success

We conduct ourselves with
dignity, self-respect and
humility, we understand
and honour the culture and
experiences of the Aboriginal
people we work with, we are
mindful of others opinions
and perceptions, we value
those we work with and
we value and celebrate our
successes.

We are committed to getting
the best outcomes for the
Traditional Owners of the
Goldfields, we work hard
to properly understand the
needs of our clients and we
work diligently to achieve
their success.

Native Title Services Goldfields Ltd - Strategic Priorities 2020-2022

PURPOSE

To deliver timely and effective native title services which achieve the highest possible outcomes for native title holders in the Goldfields region.

VISION

To achieve strong outcomes from native title claims that empower traditional owners and lead to cultural, social and economic gains for them and
the community of the Goldfields.

KEY PRIORITY AREAS
Building a Strong
Foundation

The Trusted
Native Title Partner

Strong and Effective
Native Title Representation

Build and maintain quality corporate
infrastructure, policies procedures and
standards the community of the Goldfields

Create and maintain a strong presence in
the Goldfields

Establish effective claim representation
mechanisms, policy and procedures

Ensure a co-ordinated and well integrated
operation across our locations

Clearly communicate our activities,
strategies and actions to community and
partners

Develop and implement a high standard
research program including the recovery of
existing materials and commencement of
new research

Build and reinforce a positive, ethical
and strong corporate culture on which
to build success

Create transparency through reporting and
visibility

Construct or amend native title claims
based on best research and right people
for country

Ensure robust staff support and plan for
change and succession at both staff and
board levels

Develop a Partnership Strategy including
partner identification, goals and
implementation steps

Develop claim resolution strategy and
negotiate or litigate the best outcomes in
each circumstance whether native title or
non-native title outcomes
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